One may predict a quasicrystal structure starting from electrons and quantum mechanics, as approximated by interatomic pair potentials calibrated with ab initio total-energy calculations, combined with the experimentally known composition and lattice constants. Here we report our progress on the 'basic Ni' decagonal phase d(Al Ni Co ). Atomic configurations are represented as decorations of (possibly) 70 21 9 random tilings. Our method was Monte Carlo simulation using both lattice-gas hops by atoms and tile-flip rearrangements, eventually followed by molecular dynamics and relaxation of the atom positions. Initially allowing the greatest freedom of atom positions, we observed nearly deterministic structural rules and enforced these as constraints involving larger tiles; this procedure was repeated at the next level of modeling. In crude and preliminary form, the effective Hamiltonian for tile-tile interactions is known, which is needed for further simulations to infer the long-range order. Our atomic arrangements in the 20-A decagonal cluster are compared with three structure models based on recent experiments.  2002 Published by Elsevier Science B. V.
. Introduction
In a sense, the most difficult problem of crystal chemistry is to predict which structure a given composition will This paper reports on early results of a program to adopt, even if one has an exact and tractable Hamiltonian determine the structure of a quasicrystal-specifically for the total energy (e.g. by pair potentials)-for this d(AlNiCo)-strictly from energetics, without use of difnecessarily involves a comparison with an infinity of fraction data. Almost all of the work was performed by possible structures. The only irreproachable method is a M.M. and M.W., with their coauthors, and is reported in mathematical proof, which is feasible in rare cases with Ref. [1] , but the present account is tilted towards the short-range interactions, e.g. close-packing of hard spheres, particular interests of C.L.H. or the two-dimensional 'binary-tiling' quasicrystal (a toy We have focused on the thermodynamically stable and model) [9] . A naive, brute-force approach would be to cool highly ordered 'Basic Nickel' subphase of decagonal (in simulation) from the melt, and see which structures d (AlNiCo) [2,3], of composition approximately emerge; but this is prone to fail for a complicated material, A Ni Co . Our ultimate objective is to predict the since the accessible times are so short that it will get stuck 10.70 0.21 0.09 structure on the basis of total energy; though the gross in a glassy disordered configuration. Even when a aspects of the structure are clear from diffraction, there are quasicrystal emerges, as with Dzugutov's toy potentials many ambiguous or controversial details, and there is no
[10], the system may have found a merely metastable understanding for the quasicrystal's special stability and ordered state for kinetic reasons: indeed, the stable phase simplicity at this composition. In particular, we wish to in this case turned out to be a simple b.c.c. packing [11] . identify the sites of the transition metal ('TM') components Ni and Co, which are indistinguishable to (ordinary) X-rays or electrons [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
. Decoration models
We represent the quasicrystal structure as a decoration hypercrystal. Based in real space, this representation is the tile-packing constraints without any bias, apart from easier to visualize and somewhat more tractable, technicalthe above-mentioned assumptions about the lattice conly, than the hypercrystal approach. For example, shifts of stants. A caveat to keep in mind is that the results will the atoms from ideal (tiling-vertex) sites are parameterized probably be quite sensitive to the exact composition and by just a finite set of real numbers, like the coordinates in a number density. crystal unit cell. A decoration description-particularly in the decagonal case-naturally lends itself to a hierarchy of supertilings, which are presumably involved in the modu-3 . Inputs: potentials and constraints lations which distinguish some of the subphases in the d(AlNiCo) phase diagram [3] . Furthermore, most hyper-
The main input to our calculations is a set of atom-atom space structures which have been defined using discrete pair potentials V (r) for species i and j, six distinct acceptance domains, e.g. Ref.
[4], can be translated into ij functions in the case of a ternary alloy. They are given by tiling-decoration language.
Moriarty's 'generalized pseudopotential theory' (GPT) Decoration models are uniquely suited to a correct [14-16], a systematic expansion of the total energy as a modeling of chemical disorder (including vacancies) in a sum E 1 E 1 E 1 ? ? ? , where the E term depends on n quasicrystal. Of course, a hyperspace fit to Bragg data can 0 1 2 n atoms, but we use only the n52 terms. The first-neighbor incorporate mixed occupation of a site type, but it is highly well of the raw V is unphysically deep (which would implausible (from the viewpoint of the structural energy) TMTM be canceled by E in the systematic theory). Therefore our that the occupations of neighboring sites vary independent-3 V potentials were empirically modified, by fitting a ly of each other. If the occupations are strongly correlated, TMTM short-range repulsive correction so as to match all the then the mean structure may differ significantly from any forces in a full density-functional calculation on a small particular real structure; this matters e.g. because the (50 atom) approximant of d(AlNiCo) [16] . There is strong electronic structure is quite sensitive to the TM-TM support that our V (r) have the correct r dependence and contacts in d(AlNiCo) [12] . The tiling decoration is a very ij relative strength, since they predict the Al-Co and Al-Ni convenient way to account for such occupation correlaphase diagrams pretty well [15] (as a function of contions, by ascribing the randomness to the tiles and not the centration at T50); however the ternary Al-Ni-Co phase decoration. The ultimate criterion of a decorated modeldiagram was not attempted. On the basis of the simulated fixing, e.g. the appropriate size of tile-is that the ensemmelting temperature and phonon spectra, we do suspect ble of allowed tilings corresponds one-to-one with the that our potentials are |30% stronger than the reality. ensemble of low-energy arrangements in an atomistic
Like the similar Al-TM potentials of Phillips, Zou, and model.
Carlson, used earlier in Refs. [13] and [17] , the GPT A decoration description replaces the independent real potentials depend implicitly on the net valence electron coordinates of many atoms by tiling degrees of freedom, density, and exhibit strong 'Friedel oscillations' as a which are discrete and many times fewer. When the 3 function of distance (tails decaying as cos(2k r 1 d )/r ). decoration is deterministic and disjoint (each atom bound his approach may also be the easiest way to resolve, deepest well at second-neighbor (|4.2 A) distances. The for a particular stable quasicrystal, whether or not it is consequence of all this is that the TM atoms form a rather entropically stabilized. It is stabilized by energy favoring a rigid and somewhat uniformly spaced network [19] , while quasiperiodic state if H happens to implement the Al atoms move rather freely to follow the potential wells tile Penrose 'matching rules'. That almost occurs in d(Alor troughs created by the TM arrangement (see Section 4 CuCo), as modeled with potentials like those used in the for more discussion). present work [13] .
Our use of these potentials imposes some limitations. Our challenge, then, is to find the decoration rule and
We omitted the n50 term, which depends only on the valence electron density, and is the largest contribution to a tile center, ringed by possible Al sites; in the Star at most two Al can be present, out of five ideal sites in this ring. metal's total energy. Hence, we can make valid comParticularly characteristic are the vertical zigzag chains, parisons only between structures with (practically) the with Ni in each layer (appearing as NiNi pairs in Fig. 1 A. We only seek the lowest energy among arrangements on For the next stage of modeling, to discover larger-scale this framework. This highly constraining assumption still regularities, the small HBS tiles which emerged from the permits a vast ensemble of possible structures.
initial stage are elevated to fundamental objects, either with a rigid decoration or with some atoms fixed and others forming a lattice gas. The allowed tile flips are reshufflings of Fat hexagons of the underlying rhombus 4 . Methods and results tiling, provided the result is a valid HBS tiling and conserves the atom content. Additionally the Al pair inside Our methods are a mix of tile-flip Monte Carlo, atomhopping Monte Carlo, relaxation of atomic positions, and molecular dynamics. Our procedure is first to discover the favorable low-energy motifs through Monte Carlo annealing, then to remove unnecessary degrees of freedom, and repeat, producing successively more constrained models. Having fewer degrees of freedom the latter are much faster to simulate at low temperatures. At the end, we can investigate the effects of letting atoms depart from ideal sites.
The initial stage of our exploration stacks two independent small (edge a ) Penrose rhombic tilings, in a vertical 0s pace of one lattice constant c54.08 A and the only allowed atom sites are on vertices. A manageable size was 50 atoms on 72 candidate sites, initially on a good Penrose-tiling approximant; periodic boundary conditions are used in all directions (and at all stages of exploration). The atoms-initially chosen to approximate the experimental density and composition of the Ni-rich 'Basic Ni' phase-hop as a lattice gas on these sites. This allows sufficient freedom for the atoms, if they 'want', to adopt any of the decagonal structure models-with stacking period c54 A-that were hypothesized at one time or another [20, 21] . The Monte Carlo moves permit swaps of the species between two nearby sites ('vacant' is a special case of species!), as well as 'tile flips' which reshuffle the three rhombi in a fat or thin hexagon in the same layer.
After this model is slowly cooled to zero temperature, if the initial composition was rightly chosen, one obtains a one-layer Hexagon-Boat-Star (HBS) tiling of edge length a , with a two-layer decoration in which the allowed sites the Star tile can rotate among five allowed orientations. From this simulation, it emerges that the Hexagon tiles containing Ni chains only touch tip-to-tip, so that the angles relating them are multiples of 728. In fact (see Fig.  1 ), the long axes of the Hexagons form edges of an HBS 2 supertiling with an inflated edge length t a , where 0 ] OE t ; (1 1 5)/2.
. The 20 A decagon cluster
We now compare our results with well-known structure models, organizing the discussion around the famous 20 A diameter decagon cluster, which is prominent in electronmicroscope images and in most diffraction refinements as intensity is a direct projection of atoms weighted by squared atomic number, reveal the TM positions [6, 7] ; the TM (and most Al) positions proposed by Ref. [7] are form vertical zigzag chains, but they cannot all be ocpractically the same as in our version of the cluster. cupied since they are separated by essentially the interlayer For a more detailed comparison, we focus on three spacing c / 252.08 A. In our fixed-decoration model, then, recent structural studies [4-6]. All of these, and our these sites are occupied in only one atom layer, with simulation, agree on the following details of the projection: separation c, so only one atom is visible on each edge. We center, the 10-fold symmetry is broken and a sort of the time-average of the Al positions during the MD isosceles triangle is observed, with one TM (we say Co) at simulation is shown in Fig. 3 . Some 40% of Al atoms are the unique corner and pairs of TM (we say NiNi) at the rather delocalized, and would need a highly anisotropic base corners. The cluster is evident in Ref. [4] on the right Debye-Waller factor in a crystallographic fit [24] . The side of their Fig. 7 , as a combination of a Boat tile12 vertical projection (Fig. 3a) shows, consistent with our Hexagon tiles, just as in our Fig. 1 . remarks on the potentials (Section 3), that each Co atom in Detail (4) is somewhat controversial, since some dethe middle decagon is surrounded by a potential trough in cagon images have non-triangular centers. Indeed, the which Al atoms appear almost free to roll like balldensity maps from the refinement of Ref.
[5] show six bearings [25] . strongly TM sites at the center of many (but not all) of the A slice along a vertical plane further clarifies the Al 20 A decagons. We ascribe this to stacking flips between behavior: a second type of trough extends vertically, with a one layer and the next layer (see Section 6), seen in zigzag shape, and in fact connects with the circular projection, as in the right-side decagon of Fig. 2. troughs. In our simulations with a cell 2c in the vertical The simulations we described up till now implicitly direction, we found three Al atoms appearing in each assumed a strict c54.08 A periodicity in the stacking zigzag trough (per 2c, i.e. per 4 atom layers). Notice that direction, neglecting (like so much other modeling) the the z-displacement of two of these atoms makes the layer fact that decagonal quasicrystals are three-dimensional. To puckered, as is already known from diffraction [5] , and obtain the configuration in Fig. 2 , we increased the implies a local cell-doubling along the c-axis, similar to periodicity to 2c, i.e. two HBS layers, which initially were the Al Fe or Al Co decagonal approximants. the same tiling. First, a tile-flip was made in one of the two The symmetry-breaking of the cluster interior was HBS layers, then the tilings were decorated, annealed by recently predicted from energies by a full ab initio MD, and relaxed to an energy minimum.
calculation [26] . They find, from a quite different starting In a fifth, controversial detail of the decagons, our model point than ours, the identical arrangement of the 5 Al15 initially disagreed with experiments in which every edge of TM atoms (per atomic bilayer) found at the cluster's the middle decagon shows a pair of Al atoms. These sites center. However, they rejected the possibility of Al doub- N by arranging that in some places, an H(NiNi) tile has 72 one tip which contacts no other H(NiNi), and sees CoAl (at a 1448 angle) in place of NiNi. That may be accom-6 . Tile Hamiltonian and three-dimensional stacking plished in two ways. If we re-allow lattice-gas hopping on the interior sites of the (small) HBS tiles, and properly To model a large, three-dimensional sample using a tile adjust the stoichiometry [1], we obtain the same old rigid Hamiltonian, we cannot demand perfect periodicity in the decoration, except that a few H(CoAl) tiles appear, as z-direction. (One reason is that the 'entropic stabilization' illustrated in Fig. 1 . On the other hand, if we retain the explanation of quasicrystal order requires an extensive rigid NiNi decoration of small H tiles, the CoAl belongs to entropy.) So, we represent each bilayer of atoms by a the interior of a Boat tile, and the large HBS tiling acquires distinct HBS tiling, and constrain adjacent tilings in the a fourth kind of tile ('Bowtie'), as in Fig. 4a tion.) decorations get explored, one performs relaxations with the decoration-equivalent atoms of a given class ('orbit') being constrained to move together. However, that method is ad hoc, depending on its users' educated guesses as to the 7 . Discussion tilings and decorations to be tried. Future work should strive to blend the best features of these two approaches to We find it remarkable that, with quite sketchy exusing decorations with potentials for the discovery of perimental input, our simulations appear competitive with structures. single-crystal diffraction as a way of discovering this This research was supported by the Department of rather complex structure. This occurs despite the shortEnergy grant DE-FG02-89ER-45405 and by National comings of the pair potentials-our omission of three-body Science Foundation grant DMR-0111198. We thank E. terms, and the likelihood that the V we use is stronger Cockayne, F. Gahler, E. Abe, and K. Edagawa for discusAlTM than the real one. Even if the connection to the microsions. scopics is not quantitative, one may still obtain the largescale order quite well: that depends mostly on the tile Hamiltonian (1) having the proper form, which is more R eferences robust than the numerical values of the coefficients.
It should also be pointed out that even imperfect but also because each species fills a particular type of site.
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Thus it would be highly desirable to explore some other 
